Proof. Under our hypothesis we have that Σ a m r m (t) converges uniformly to /(£), which implies our conclusion since the Rademacher functions are continuous at dyadic irrationals and have right and left hand limits everywhere in [0, 1] .
In general, the right and left hand limits of f(t) are unequal at dyadic rationale. We now investigate under what conditions we have equality and prove. THEOREM (2.2). J/Σ I α » I < °°> ^e n ^e following are equivalent:
(a) a k = Σ a™ i (b) /(p2-» + e,)-/(p2-*) as n-+oo ,
where {ε n } and {δ n } are some positive and negative sequences tending to zero, and p is an odd integer.
Proof.
This shows the equivalence of (a) and (b). A similar argument establishes the equivalence of (a), (c), and (d).
We have, at once, the following COROLLARY (2.1). For absolutely convergent Rademacher series the following are equivalent: [3] ).
We now omit the condition that Σ I a ™ I < °° and prove
where e n > 0, d n < 0, lim e n = lim δ w = 0 αwd p is α^ interger.
n-*oo n-*oo
In view of (1) we have then 2a k = α λ-1 .
A similar proof will suffice if equation (2) But, since Σ^*(*)/2 m = 1 -2ί a.e. (see [7, p. 220] ), this implies that C(l -2ί) Then (a) follows from condition (4), and (b) follows since Balasov's condition (3) for differentiability is not satisfied.
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